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Inflation protection 

The impact of inflation on the future cost of care is often overlooked. To offset the inflation risk, we've 
included inflation protection in the base plan design. There are no extra premiums to pay for this added 
protection. When benefits are being paid. the benefit amount will increase by 3% on each policy anniversary. 

Return of premium on death (ROPD) - Automatic 

Sun RHA offers a built-in ROPO. If the insured person dies before the coverage effective date without 
making a claim. we'll return all premiums to the ROPO beneficiary named in writing. If no beneficiary is 
named. the money will be paid to the policy owner. or their estate. There are no extra premiums to pay 
for this added protection. 

Return of premium on death (ROPD) - Optional 

When this option is added to the coverage. it means that if the insured person dies at any time while the 
policy is in force, we'll pay the returnable premium amount to the ROPO beneficiary that was named in 
writing, or if no beneficiary is named, the owner of the policy or their estate. 

Coverage extended outside Canada or the United States 

Traditional LTCI products don't provide coverage for any amount of time spent outside Canada or the 
United States. Sun RHA provides coverage for eight consecutive weeks of travel outside either country. 

Premium guarantee 

Typically long term care insurance only guarantees rates for the first 5 years. With Sun RHA. if we change 
our rates. we won't change them again for at least another five years. 

LifestageCare  services 

The policy owner has immediate and unlimited access to LifestageCare - a national, bilingual information 
service available 24 hours a day. seven days a week - once the policy is issued and as long as it's in force. 

Clients get access to unbiased information about local. qualified health and personal care providers that 
meets their individual and family needs at every stage of life. The policy owner can use LifestageCare 
services to help any family member. 

LifestageCare is not a guaranteed feature of the product and may be withdrawn at any time. 
LifestageCare by Assistance Services Group.

For more information about these features and benefits please refer to the Sun Retirement 

Health Assist Advisor Guide available online. 

We help. You grow. 

Sun Life Assurance Company of Canada is a member of the Sun Life group of companies. 
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